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The Letsfit compnay makes a $40 smart watch that has a model
number of "ID205L".
This device has many functions, but the default one is a display of
the time, day, date, and battery charge state.

An associated app connects to the device by Bluetooth and allows
control of many aspects of the watch functions.
A press of the side button allows you to swipe left, right, up or down
to see other options.
A swipe to the left shows four functions: sport, heart , relax and
alarm
Click Sport to see a list of sports for which you can record time: Run,
Walk, Hike and Treadmill. Others can be added with the app.
Click Heart to see your current heart rate and the recent trend.
Click Relax to prompt you relax for 1 or 2 minutes.
Click Alarm to cause vibration to occur per settings in the app.
Other functions are Music Controller, Timer, Setting and Sports
Record.
A swipe down shows a notice bar.
A swipe up shows the data bar.
A swipe right shows a status bar for heart rate monitoring, wrist
sense, do not disturb and find phone.

The app synchronizes with the watch and shows what has been
recorded in a couple of ways.. It also gives you the ability to turn
features on and off and to set up various functions.
The package comes with the watch, a charging cable and a User
Manual. I found the print in the User Manual too small for my old
eyes and switched to an on-line manual.
The charging cable has a USB plug at one end and an unusual
connector at the other end. It fits on studs on the back of the watch.
Charging proceeds as expected, but one should be sure not to lose
the cable, since there is no way to charge the watch without the cable.
This is a wonderful device with lots of useful functions and it is
available at a very reasonable price.
Model ID205L smart watch by Letsfit
https://letsfit.com/unproduct?id=129
Price: $40

